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 The director has done a very good job on the movie, the story is very good, i liked the way he has portrayed the characters, the screenplay is also good, the music, the editing, the costuming and everything else have been done very well. And specially this fact, this movie shows the almost extinct human behavior, I think, this movie has made more impact in Indian audience and specially for the
audiences, who think, of every beauty, of every man, of every women, all in one. The film shows, how the love, patience, respect, kindness, etc have completely been lost, in Indian society. I think, this is the first Hindi film, in which the heartthrob couple, which is shown as perfect loving couple, has been shown to be very opposite, the audience can feel, that the actual behaviour of the couple, is in a
very different way. I have watched the movie, with the full cooperation of my parents, the film has completely shown, how we have changed, our values have changed, I am very satisfied, when I know that, the overall feeling of Indian audience has also got changed. Overall Acting Music Directing Enjoyment 0 of 0 users found this helpful Was this helpful? Anonymous 7 Dec 2002 3 out of 5 stars

Diaa was amazing, Karisma was awesome! Srividya 8 Feb 2002 5 of 5 stars I have watched this movie with my husband, the pair of which were quite cute in the movie. You will not find such a masterpiece in the Indian Cinema, I am sure of that, this movie will be a classic, the characters are very different from the Hindi Cinema, they are more straightforward, more realistic and altogether intelligent.
This movie is more entertaining than any other Indian movie and also a very good family entertainment. Some very fine lines are also delivered by Karisma, too. And look, wasn't Chinni-Cha in the beginning, a very cute moment in the movie, too. I am sure that the Hindi Cinema will not be able to beat this movie. 18 Jan 2002 520fdb1ae7
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